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BOOK SYNOPSIS
This Collection includes Twenty Short stories of Science Fiction by Philip K. Dick
first published during 1952-1954. Philip Kindred Dick (December 16, 1928 - March
2, 1982) was an American writer, whose published works mainly belong to the genre
of science fiction. Dick explored philosophical, sociological and political themes in
novels with plots dominated by monopolistic corporations, authoritarian
governments, and altered states of consciousness. In his later works, Dicks thematic
focus tended to reflect his personal interest in metaphysics and theology. He often
drew upon his life experiences in addressing the nature of drug abuse, paranoia,
schizophrenia, and transcendental experiences in novels such as "A Scanner Darkly"
and "VALIS". Later in life, he wrote non-fiction on philosophy, theology, the nature
of reality, and science. This material was published posthumously as "The Exegesis".
The following tales are included in this Collection: * The Crystal Crypt * Beyond the
Door * The Gun * Beyond Lies the Wub * The Skull * The Defenders * Second Variety
* The Variable Man * Mr. Spaceship * The Eyes Have It * Piper in the Woods *
Adjustment Team * The Hanging Stranger * Tony and the Beetles * The Golden Man
* Of Withered Apples * Shell Game * Exhibit Piece * Sales Pitch * Breakfast At
Twilight *
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